
Aisha Sasha John !

ok—
did tasks and now return (hip hurts)
but without three leashes

am I in trouble am I bad?
 am I bad, basically?
basically: am I bad?
 am I good? 
am I bad?
 and the pain in my hip help it, Lucy. 
entheogens and Christ consciousness, the king of cups 
 a contemplative Christian community in Austin, Texas 
 attended by my tarot teacher a 
 self-proclaimed bitch and Capricorn 
kind of forward and back 
 this being the same as a prior time 
as with then I am what chose as world
 would you imagine him missing me
 would you imagine my worth 
 would you substitute truth for good 
could someone be neither better nor best, nor black
 finally, Deion Sanders
 and then the boys are off for summer
 and what about my life?
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four crisping crowns as a dead lily
 which I keep for its curls
 at the cost of a
pollen stain on my yoga mat
(unfurled on the hardwood as a strip of ocean, as ground)
 I’m just not sure if I’m envied or admired or important
cheese!
 I wish it were already tomorrow morning so I could 
 take my adhd medicine and 
 pick my tarot cards
how I am going to sleep clutching my hip in rage
 earlier I listed the online communities 
 of which I am member 
people are going to know what my life is about and stop admiring me and envying me and 
considering me important
 I can always write things down that arrow at the minute  
 itself but really you could imagine I’m still not sure 
whether he has talked shit about me
to people I don’t even like
 or if there’s anything wrong with me or 
 if my IQ is too high for these hoes 
srsly
 but really is god 
punishing me?
 because I don’t have any 
 close friends left nor lover. 
yah am I still awake
 because I have no friends?
 (the story)
but anyway is that why I can’t sleep 
 cos I’m a dumb bitch    
like evolutionarily dumb like
 am I unable to sleep because I am a fucking loser?  
time to go back to
 my Afro-Latine single dad boyfriend in my dreams and
 let him put stuff up my butt
 (in my dreams) 
I wonder when my Venus Williams mineral sunscreen tinted lip balm will arrive from 
America that I paid 14 US dollars to ship that I hope isn’t too sticky 
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